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CEO & PRESIDENT, PGD GLOBAL & FORMER PROFESSIONAL GOLFER
Nisha began playing competitive golf at the age of 12 in Toronto, Canada where she grew up. Nisha is the
eldest sister to Seema Sadekar, also a professional golfer. Nisha was one of the first Indian women to play
on Tour and competed on numerous Canadian National, Provincial and World Cup Teams in her junior
career. She attended the IMG Sports Academies, a prestigious sports training boarding school in
Bradenton, Florida and went on to be the Captain of the Women’s Golf Team on a full scholarship at the
University of Missouri.
Nisha began her professional golf career on the LPGA, Futures and Canadian Tours for 5 years. Her
dedicated junior, amateur, collegiate and professional career gave her an in-depth understanding that there
was more to golf than what was being told. In 2006, Play Golf Designs Inc., (PGD Global) began, and for
over a decade the company has made golf more beautiful, diverse and understood.
Her personal dedication to the growth of PGD Global programs and practices “Bigger Than Golf” and
“Project Fairway” have creatively made golf acceptable for women and girls to use golf as a tool for life
while developing relationships, business and self. "Golf will teach you who you are with every shot. It is a
game that makes you face your fears in the face of self-competition, and you are the only one held
accountable.”
As President & CEO of PGD Global, Nisha’s passionate personality and vision to produce golf entertainment,
PGD Global has evolved into one of the most dominant golf event and entertainment businesses in the
country. With over 25 years in competitive, professional and industry golf experience, Nisha is a woman
that continues to revolutionize the game with her desire to see a broader and inclusive path for the game.

